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HE Sea Dog lay in the creaming surf of
the retreating rollers that washed a
sandy cove on the seaward side of
Catalina Island, California. The tide
was on the turn, and he lay lazily on the

margin of the ripples, letting the water cradle him
with its ebb and flow. It was April and fair
weather, and he was for the moment absolutely
content.

Ninety-nine people out of a hundred would
have called him a sea lion, mistaking him for his
cousin, who has a roar like the monarch of the
jungle; but Sea Dog fitted him better. His sleek
head, with its small, trim ears and great luminous
eyes, was for all the world like that of a smooth-
haired terrier on a large scale, and his voice was
startlingly like that of a dog. A sea dog he was, a
carefree, rollicking pirate of the sea lands, swifter
than the fish he made his food.

The Sea Dog was five years old, seven feet
long, and weighed a hundred and ten pounds.
Some of that was blubber fat, but not enough to
spoil the matchless symmetry of his form, tapering
off at tail and muzzle. He had got his new spring
suit of ruddy brown hair; he had nothing to do but
loaf and eat; and altogether he was well satisfied
with himself and the world in general.

There was, however, one exception—a half-
bull of the pod of bachelors with which both were

traveling, another sea dog, practically a duplicate
of himself, but with an aggressive disposition that
annoyed the Sea Dog, who considered himself the
king of the pod, and had quietly but firmly
administered a sound thrashing to upstarts
whenever the chance offered. He was not a bully,
but he loved a good smashing fight, chest to chest,
weight against weight, up-reared on his fore
flippers, his snaky neck supporting the well-timed
darts of his head.

He could bite hard, could the Sea Dog, his
tusks were made for crunching the armor of
shellfish, and he was getting in training for the next
season, when he would qualify as a bull, and be
entitled to race with the rest of the bulls to the
rookeries and preempt a space amid the rocks
whereon to herd his harem and hold them against
all comers.

But at present he was fancy free. He was not
without curiosity concerning the slimmer, shorter
sex, nor without a full sense of their attractiveness;
but he knew that he was neither heavy nor
muscular enough to put up a successful fight
against the battle-scarred veteran bulls, not until he
had licked the last bachelor to resent his authority.

He kept an eye on his rival, who was lolling
on the surf twenty yards away, occasionally
snarling at him. There were thirty of them in the
pod, and they were all enjoying the bath, half of
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sun and half of sea. The bulls and the cows had
gone ahead full speed to the islands off San
Francisco for the spring breeding, but the bachelor
crowd lingered south, loath to leave the fishing
grounds where they could take their choice of a
hundred varieties of surf and kelp fish.

Two of the bachelors had clambered out upon
a ledge of rocks, nipping a salad from the crisp
seaweed. Suddenly they raised their heads, barking
furiously, and dived into deep water. The Sea Dog
became an animated streak. With his foreflippers,
palms downward, he splashed to the nearest
breaker in a series of jumps, plunged straight
through the emerald heart of it, and came up with
his head well above water, surrounded by his
fellows, keen to see what was happening.

II.

T was an exciting spectacle. The sky was filled
with frantic flying fish, planing in desperate

leaps, shining like living rainbows as they rose and
fell into the water just long enough to moisten their
pectorals for another flight.

Driving the shoal shoreward were a dozen
tunas, torpedo-shaped masses of blue and silver,
ravening like wolves after sheep, slaying for the
sheer lust of killing, springing high into the air
after their prey, diving about and below them.
Fragments of oily fish floated on the waves that
were tinged with crimson. Pursuers and pursued
came on at railroad speed, already some of the
flying fish had vaulted the inshore waves, and were
flapping on the beach, and one tuna had let its
greed master discretion, and was thrashing in the
shallows.

The Sea Dog swam for the ledge. He was not
afraid of the tuna. He was not afraid of anything
with fins, outside of a shark or a swordfish, and he
liked flying fish. He loved the sport of catching
them on the wing, leaping half length to reach
them as they dropped into the water. But they came
only occasionally within hunting range, and now
they were being flushed for his pleasure.

He clambered up the ledge and turned open-
mouthed upon a bachelor who promptly gave up
any idea of sharing the place of vantage, and slid
back into the sea. There were two stranded flying
fish on the ledge, and the Sea Dog gulped them
down greedily. His fellows were on the beach,
taking the gifts the gods had sent them gratefully.

Three of the tunas had overshot the mark, and were
fighting to get back to deep water. The bachelors
left them severely alone, mindful of their great
jaws, armed with rows of teeth quite powerful and
sharp enough to tear through a flipper.

A flying fish came soaring above the Sea
Dog’s head. He raised his head and caught it deftly
as it passed over him. Another followed before he
could swallow the one he had, and he caught the
next, swinging his neck far to one side like a first
baseman taking a wide throw-in. He heard a
scraping sound behind him and realized that a
bachelor had dared to share the ledge, but the sport
was too good for him to be more than momentarily
annoyed.

A fish flopped into a pool to the left of him,
and he shifted his position and retrieved it. As he
turned to take up his place in the center of the
ledge, another whirred before him. He sprang for it
and clashed into his rival. The flying fish were
forgotten. The time to settle the supremacy of the
pod seemed to have arrived.

Snarling and snapping, the Sea Dog flung
himself at his opponent, catching him unawares
and sending him spinning full length down the
rocks to fall openmouthed in protesting
astonishment upon a rock that thrust a sharp
shoulder above water. On to this he bumped,
yelping in consternation at what seemed a double
attack, and made for the shore.

The Sea Dog looked after him disappointedly.
The issue was once more put off, and he resolved
that next time he would not let him get away so
easily. He would have followed him, but a fish
dropped invitingly before his nose. In a moment it
became part of the Sea Dog’s domestic economy.

The drive was over. The stranded tunas had
gained the sea again, and were looking for a fresh
herd. The bachelors had cleaned the beach of the
marooned flying fish and were preparing for a sun
sleep upon full stomachs.

III.

HE Sea Dog slept for a little while, and awoke
refreshed. He made his way to a sloping ledge

smoothed by the waves into a perfect sea
toboggan, and let himself glide down the slippery
surface into the cool, translucent water, till his nose
touched the waving weeds of the bottom. He swam
upward, turned half a dozen somersaults for sheer
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delight, emerged on a wave crest that lifted him
back to the ledge, and galloped clumsily to the top
of his slide again. For almost an hour he enjoyed
the sport, tiring of it sooner than he would in
wilder water.

He missed the swirling eddies and currents
that surged about the northern rendezvous, the Seal
Rocks just outside the Golden Gate of San
Francisco harbor, and a great longing for his
northern playground took possession of him and
would not be quieted. He remembered, too, the
silver salmon, red-fleshed and firm-meated, that
swarmed in the northern waters; the swift-finned,
broad-shouldered king salmon that were a royal
prize both in sport and food. With the recollection
came the knowledge that the bachelor pod was late
in their spring migration, and the combined
delights of seething whirlpools and rapids and the
taste of salmon flesh brewed in him a fever of
unrest.

Two days later he announced his decision,
swimming in the shallows before his fellows and
barking his determination to proceed. Whether
they would follow his lead would prove a real test
of his mastery. If the bachelors trailed him when he
struck out for deep water, it meant that from then
on he would be their sea lord, owner of the
topmost, sunniest ledges, and, when the time came,
an easy victor over any challengers as to his choice
of wives.

The Sea Dog knew this instinctively, and
delayed his final move until he was sure of his
following. Most of the bachelors acknowledged his
superior fighting qualities. The usurper he had
knocked from the ledge was the only disturbing
factor. As fast as the Sea Dog assembled a group
that seemed ready to start, his rival gathered
another farther up the beach in opposition. Twice
the Sea Dog broke up the interference, and each
time his rival saw him coming and plunged into the
waves with his adherents.

IV.

T was sunset when the Sea Dog determined to
stake the issue. He climbed out on the ledge and

barked his intentions. Soon the sea about him was
alive with bobbing heads, and he noticed with
satisfaction that less than a dozen malcontents
remained on the beach. As the sun dipped, he
plunged, and, without a backward glance, started

on the long trip. The moon was already in the sky,
brightening the way as the pod settled down to the
four-hundred-mile voyage, gliding along beneath
the water with swift breathing trips to the surface
every ten minutes.

They averaged thirty miles an hour, and swam
steadily through the night, resting at last in Carmel
Bay a little before daybreak. The Sea Dog had
won. Only one head was missing in the pod, that of
his rival. Whether they had left him behind, or
whether he had surlily gone ahead, he did not
know. Sooner or later he meant to settle the matter.
If it took place in full view of the colony, so much
the better.

Meanwhile he led a raid into the sea jungle of
the kelp weed that hangs like a curtain offshore
along the length of the Pacific; and presently he
hauled out on a lonely strip of sand close to Point
Lobos, obediently followed by the rest, an
acknowledged sea boss. They sunned themselves
and slept through the afternoon till dark, then, in
obedience to his signal bark, started out on the last
part of the journey.

The Sea Dog set the pace, a leisurely one that
would land them at the Seal Rocks still fresh. He
knew the distance; he knew the shape of the capes
above water, and the reefs below them, and
marshaled his little company with such precision
that the sun was just breaking through the mists
when they arrived off the Cliff House, perched on
the land above the Seal Rocks.

The colony greeted their arrival with barks of
welcome. The old king bull, with his harem,
reviewed the parade of the newcomers, as, with the
Sea Dog in command, they passed to the bachelor
quarters, a gray, sea-pitted crag separate from the
rest.

Perched on its highest point was the Sea
Dog’s rival, barking defiance. The Sea Dog saw
the challenger and answered him, swimming with
all the thrust of his flippers for the crag. The
moment his foreflippers touched the rock, he made
for his rival, open-mouthed, setting his front
flippers down flat, turning the hind ones forward,
and urging himself upward in a series of jumps that
wrinkled the smooth skin of his back, while the
muscles gathered at each leap. His head, wide-
mouthed and snarling, with the small ears back,
looked more like that of a dog than ever.

The usurper echoed him insolently and
awaited the assault, upreared on his flippers. They
met chest to chest, rebounding at the contact,
repeating the charge and darting forward their

I
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snaky necks as they tried to bite, snarling and
thrashing about on the ledge.

The rest of the bachelors, like school-boys at a
fight, ranged themselves with raised heads,
watching the combat. Once the Sea Dog got on
level terms the issue was soon decided. He slashed
the usurper’s neck twice, side-stepped a charge,
and countered with all his weight, throwing the
other off his balance and following up the attack
by turning and attacking viciously from the rear.

His bark turned to protesting squeals, the half-
bull flopped away to the margin of the ledge, and,
without stopping to consider the order of his going,
tumbled and rolled and bumped until he struck the
water. The Sea Dog, breathless, expended his last
effort in a final bark of contempt, and stretched
himself luxuriantly upon the platform, “King of the
Castle” once more.

V.

HE rext morning, Pietro and Luigi Torrentini,
Sicilians, masters of a graceful craft painted

blue, and carrying a brown lateen sail for power,
sallied out of San Francisco harbor on the ebb just
as the rising sun was chasing the last of the fog veil
from the Golden Gate. Luigi sang a barcarolle,
while his brother overhauled the tanned nets.

They were happy. Living only for the hour,
past and possible troubles were forgotten in present
pleasure. They were bound for the shoals known as
the Potato Patch. Salmon were plentiful, the
market open, and prices, despite the Fish Trust,
good. There was a demijohn of California red wine
aboard, brown bread, garlic and salami. The sun
shone; the waves slapped gayly at the bows of the
boat; the breeze was freshening. It was buon
giorno (good morning) with their world.

As they neared the shoals, their friends the
gulls signaled the location of the salmon. A white-
and-gray cloud of the birds were swooping just
above the waves, taking their toll of the sardines
that, trying to escape the salmon raiding them from
below, found themselves between the devil and the
deep sea.

All this meant that the salmon were cruising
within a surface range of two to three fathoms and
approachable. At a greater depth they would have
to be fished for with hook and line, a more tedious
and less profitable method.

Pietro let down the sail and set himself to the

stern oar, rowing the boat in a great circle, while
Luigi tossed over armsful of the carefully arranged
seine. Soon its floats completed the round, the
weighted meshes hanging in a wall that blocked
the escape of anything within its confines that
lacked the sense to control alarm and dive beneath
it to safety.

Pietro tossed out a sea anchor, and both
prepared to make their haul. The gulls wheeled
above them, knowing they would get the discard of
the draw.

Carramba! Luigi’s contented features were
distorted with rage. Pietro, following his pointing
finger, forgot his song and capped the oath. The
object of their wrath, a sleek head, like that of a
wet dog, with luminous eyes full of mild curiosity,
bobbed in the center of the circle of the seine,
dived and reappeared once more to survey them
serenely.

Four Sicilian fists gesticulated in wild accord
with the torrent of invective that poured from the
fishermen’s mouths. If the Sea Dog had understood
the dialect he would have heard himself styled a
robber of the poor! A fish thief! A bandit! A
breaker of nets! A scoundrel! A sea devil! and a
collection of less mild synonyms for piracy.

“Mouth of Bacchus!” exploded Luigi. “He
may chase away the fish and break our nets, but we
must not kill him as he deserves, not if our children
starve and we are made penniless.”

He looked about him for something to fling at
the Sea Dog, but the latter, satisfied that the things
that made strange noises from this floating rock
were not calculated to increase his comfort, sank
and began to chase the salmon, which, instead of
scattering, according to their usual custom, were
swimming around in circles.

He caught two and gulped them down. He
rushed another, missed by the flick of a fin, and ran
his nose against something that yielded, and then
resisted. If it was a new kind of seaweed, he
decided that he did not care for it. It was stringy,
and it hurt his muzzle. But it annoyed him, and he
backed off and started to go through it full tilt.
Again it swung before him as the kelp did; then
tensed and pressed against his sensitive nose. He
struck at it, tearing with his teeth, and turned to
swim upward. A hind flipper caught in the broken
mesh and held him.

T
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VI.

ERROR then took possession of the Sea Dog.
To everything that swims, the clutch of

something that holds spells tragedy. To the Sea
Dog that, like man, had lungs demanding air, the
sense of being powerless to rise conjured up
unreasoning fear. He slashed and bit at the net,
writhing, striking out with his flippers, and
enrolling himself implacably. Still struggling, he
felt himself rising. Soon he could see the change of
color in the water where the light shone through.

Above, Luigi groaned when he saw the floats
drawn under and realized the Sea Dog was in the
meshes. “Now we lose much money and many
days mending,” he lamented, “And when we fish
again, the price will be down again to nothing.”
The fierce fists were unclenched to hands wrung in
the bitterness of despair. His look and action could
not have been more tragic had he just been
condemned by the Camorra. Pietro was his twin in
sorrow.

Suddenly the latter’s face changed as a cloud
changes when the sun breaks through. “Basta!” he
cried, snapping the fingers of one hand, beating his
head with the knuckles of another. “Son of
foolishness that I am! It matters not that this devil
of perdition breaks the net. Swiftly, Luigi. Let us
haul in.”

“Why?”
“Did not Spadoni post a notice in the ice

house at the wharf that the water company of the
Spring Valley desires two sea lions, to eat the carp
which make the water that is stored to drink
muddy? That there is twenty-five dollars to be paid
for one brought uninjured. Basta! One hundred and
twenty-five lire! Twelve thousand five hundred

centesimi!”
Luigi’s face shone like the sun itself. Here

was a week’s profits for an hour’s work. “Swiftly,
Pietro!” he urged, and the two set eager hands to
the inhaul.

The great seine came in slowly, pursed at the
bottom by a drawcord as the bulk was lifted,
fathom by fathom. Here and there quivering
salmon gleamed like animated bars of silver, with
smaller fishes flapping out their life. The gulls
overhead cried greedily. At last, bound muzzle and
flippers, the Sea Dog was hoisted over the side and
left to lie entangled on the bottom boards, while
Pietro hoisted sail and Luigi shipped the rudder.
With a pull at the claret to celebrate the capture
that had at first seemed so disastrous, the
Torrentinis, happy once more, set sail for the
Golden Gate.

Three hours later they were in the office of the
chief engineer of the Spring Valley Water
Company. They were in time. One female sea lion
had already been acquired from the Cliff House
tank, and now the Sea Dog, under a special
disposition from the fish commissioner, should
become her consort and official carp catcher.

The twelve thousand five hundred centesimi
were paid over to the Sicilians, with some odd
thousand thrown in for the crate in which they had
transported their captive from the wharf to the
company’s offices on Sutter Street, and they
departed for the Italian colony on Telegraph Hill,
rejoicing while the chief engineer gave orders for
the Sea Dog’s cartage to the reservoirs at Crystal
Springs. The crate was placed on a motor truck, the
driver given his instructions, and the reservoir
informed by telephone of the new arrival.

T
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AUGHT in a net by two Sicilians who
were fishing off San Francisco harbor,
the Sea Dog was sold to the Spring
Valley Water Company, who intended
to place him in their reservoirs at

Crystal Springs to eat the carp which made the
water there muddy. Accordingly, he was packed in
a crate and sent off on a motor truck.

To the Sea Dog, it was a strange, bewildering
journey, filled with unknown scents and sounds.
From a barred space in his crate, originally
designed to hold crabs and lobsters, he caught
glimpses of the road that led southward from the
city down the peninsula. He marveled at the stately
villas and smaller suburban dwellings; wondered at
the medley of odors from blossoming orchards and
gardens through which pierced the pungent odor of
gasoline fumes; gazed at the green hills and trees;
coughed at the dust. It all seemed like an
unpleasant dream.

Fortunately for him the trip was a short one.
Within an hour and a half the motor truck turned
off the main road and began to climb a steep hill.
Long before they reached the top the Sea Dog
smelled water. It lacked the salty tang of his own
sea, but it was water. The moistness of it filled his
nostrils with delight. Then he saw a long strip of it
winding between wooded hills. He barked with

eagerness as the truck rolled along above it, and
presently crossed on the top of a narrow dam
between two of the great reservoirs and waited for
a moment while a keeper unlocked a gate.

Ten minutes more and the crate had been
lifted down to the ground close to the edge of the
lake. The keeper opened up his prison. The Sea
Dog caught the man odor and was not afraid of it.
He felt that the keeper was friendly and he gave a
yelp that was half relief, half thanks, before he
broke into a clumsy, excited gallop for the water,
coughing and barking hysterically for sheer joy.

“Go to it, son!” said the keeper, as he and the
truckman watched the rush that ended in a
toboggan down the sloping bank.

“Slide, Kelly, slide!” cried the truck-man.
“Say, watch him make first base, will you?”

“You’ve named him,” said the keeper. “Kelly
it is. He’s doin’ his own christening.”

The Sea Dog, renamed Kelly, shot through the
water, reveling in the free play of his flippers and
the velvety feel of the supporting element. For the
moment he did not notice its lack of buoyancy
compared with the ocean, or the different taste of it
as he laved his mouth clear of the dust. He was free
of the crate, free of the reek of the gasoline and the
bumping of the truck. He turned a dozen swift
somersaults for sheer joy, glissaded along, his
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flippers spread like wings; then came to the surface
and barked triumphantly.

There was an answer! Two hundred yards
away the head of a sea lioness appeared. The Sea
Dog’s senses of sight and sound and smell were
acute. All of them combined to give him
recognition of a chum, a possible mate. He gave
chase. The great eyes in the sleek dark-brown head
watched him as he raced, then sex prevailed and
the lioness dived, knowing she would be followed.

“That’s Undine,” said the keeper. “The chief,
Mr. Schussler, named her. Some Dutch name, I
reckon. He’s Irish, Kelly is. We’ll leave ‘em to it.”

Kelly and Undine found the upper lake a
watery Eden, though it had its disadvantages. The
lake was comparatively shallow and, though fish
were plentiful, they were all of one kind, carp, and
their flavor was muddy. But the delights of each
other’s company offset that for the time, and they
enjoyed the long hours of hunting together, playing
tag, or lying out in the sun.

II.

HE keeper they soon recognized as a pal. His
appearance on the shore, heralded by a shrill

whistle, always brought them racing for the bank
to enjoy the titbits with which he rewarded them.
Sometimes he gave a concert. While he played on
his harmonica, they would float in the shallows,
motionless, their heads above water, listening to
the strains with a peculiar pleasure. The keeper
swore that “The Wearing of the Green” was
Kelly’s favorite, as it was his, and the Sea Dog’s
rapt attention seemed to prove his statement.

“Almost human; that’s what they are,” he told
the privileged visitors to the watershed preserve.
Sometimes he would row out in a boat and drift,
playing to his appreciative audience. The Sea Dog,
with lively recollections of his capture, was a little
shy of the boat at first, but the music soothed and
fascinated him, and, side by side with Undine, he
floated close alongside, barking applause and
demanding encores.

Meanwhile, they earned their keep. The carp,
introduced to keep down the weeds, made the
water muddy. Even the draining of the lake and the
plowing of the bottom had failed to eliminate
them; but the Sea Dog and his mate waged a
warfare, stimulated by hunger, that bid fair to be
successful.

Undine was a constant delight to the Sea Dog.
She was slimmer and nearly eighteen inches
shorter than he was, and she adored him, keeping
close to his side, gentle and obedient, ready for
sport or siesta at his suggestion. The fog came
down sometimes over the lake and they played
hide and seek. When the nights were moonlight
they sported, barking till the dogs in the keeper’s
quarters responded.

Once they adventured in the direction of the
sound, wondering if there were other seals, and the
keeper found them against his fence, reared up on
their flippers, answering the Airedales that came
leaping with him from the house and snapped and
growled at the strange creatures who talked to
them almost in their own tongue with a strange
dialect.

Speedily convinced that the dogs were not
their kin, the Sea Dog and Undine allowed
themselves to be coaxed back to the lake.

III.

AY passed and part of June, the days grew
warm and the shallow water with it. They

missed the cool depths of the ocean and began to
remember many things that the novelty of each
other’s company had so far caused them to forget:
the flavor of crisp, succulent seaweeds; the crunch
of shells to get at the dainty morsels inside; the
taste of their favorite fish, and the sport of chasing
them.

There was no fun in going after the sluggish
carp. The steady diet palled and the warm water
made them languid. They longed for rocks with
surf flying high, the surge of the waves and the
sound of their thunder, the battle with cross
currents, and the exhilaration of the toboggan
slides.

It was the sight of gulls roving inland from the
southern arm of San Francisco Bay that first
stimulated these memories. It was the storm that
clinched matters. Somewhere on the broad Pacific
the winds had mustered and rushed eastward,
driving the great waves before them to attack the
coast line from Washington to Mexico.

The Crystal Springs lakes lay in the heart of
the coast range, practically in the center of the
peninsula at the head of which stands San
Francisco. Less than five miles on either side of
them was deep water, salt to the westward,

T M
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brackish to the east. Between the reservoir and the
sea were ridges heavily clothed with oak and pine,
madrona, sycamore, and clustering redwoods,
hedged about with dense brush of manzanita and
chaparral, enlivened with all the native inhabitants
of the wild, roaming free, and unmolested by man
in the great preserve. To the east the land sloped
gently to the bay, by cultivated holdings in the
city’s suburbs.

The storm, smashing its regiments against
Point Montara and Pillar Point, charging into Half
Moon Bay, lashed the trees in the fury of its
overhead attack until the proud redwoods bowed in
deferential salute. The spume was carried far up
the seaward ridge, the gulls fled inland to the bay,
and, on the wind, the salt tang of the ocean broke
through the spicy curtain of forest odors and filled
the air with its cleansing, vivifying freshness.

The Sea Dog and Undine sensed the storm
before its flying outposts reached them. Every
instinct responded before the actual vibrations of
ear and nose coordinated with the brain. All day
they were restless and watched the screaming
gulls. In mid-afternoon the savor of the sea began
to permeate the air. The soughing of the trees as
the wind increased was to them the roar of the surf.
They swam round and round the lake unceasingly.
The keeper was absent, looking after his gates and
flumes. All night the savor of the ocean filled the
air.

In the morning the gale had blown itself out
and a heavy fog had followed it, masking the shore
and stretching a veil from ocean beach to the bay.
But the salty savor persisted. The mist was
saturated with it. As they sniffed it fervently it
called them, whispered to them of foam-belled
waves and creaming surf, shoals of luscious fishes,
of the Seal Rocks with the whirlpools all about
them. The lake water was suddenly insipid beyond
bearing; its shallows unendurable; the carp bitter.

With one accord they swam for the shore. The
heavy fog, blanketing the wind, held the sea scent
impartially and blocked all sense of direction. For
the moment the Sea Dog forgot Undine and she
him in the urge of the home-sickness that swept
over them. They gained the banks and went up it in
short-jumps, unmindful of each other. In less than
a minute the mist had separated them. They
reached a slope that was too much for Undine’s
powers, and she bore away along the line of easiest
travel, intent upon leaving the lake, intoxicated by
the perfume of the sea.

IV.

HE Sea Dog plunged on until forced to rest
from sheer exhaustion. Then he missed Undine

and barked as long as his breath held out. But he,
guided perhaps by surer, more mature instinct, had
headed westward, while Undine, circling south and
around the foot of the lake, was well started for the
bay.

The fog deadened sound as well as scent, and
the Sea Dog, still in the grip of the beckoning
ocean, driven by one predominating thought, raised
himself on all four flippers and resumed his flight,
blundering into the thickets, thrashing through
them, happening on deer trails and making the
most of them, his nose and purpose ever pointing
westward, seaward, as constantly as the needle
seeks the north.

The sun rose and broke up the mists and
discovered him toiling on up hill and down dale,
scratched, with worn and aching flippers, his bright
eyes dull, but holding the fire of determination,
scaring deer and wild cat, skunk and snake, coyote,
fox, and rabbit from their coverts, stopping more
and more frequently for panting rests, thirsty, tired,
leaving crimson upon his trail, on to the sea.

On the top of the last ridge he broke through
the fern at the edge of the forest, wriggling feebly,
his flippers raw to the quick, bleeding and numb;
he lay still, his eyes closed. A buzzard, swinging
over the hillside, stopped to hover, dropped to
earth, and investigated. There was still life in the
thing, it decided, and flapped to a near-by bough.

The Sea Dog had nearly had his day. For a
while he remained utterly exhausted, but his spirit
was still indomitable, and under its influence the
vital spark slowly grew until its warmth brought
mind and muscle once more to mutual action.

During the long afternoon he dragged himself
painfully, foot by foot, down the long slope,
sustained by the sight of the blue rollers breaking
in foam on the beach far below. The buzzard
reluctantly departed. A coyote trotted across the
hillside to investigate and slunk away, like the
coward he was, at sight of the Sea Dog’s raised
neck and snapping jaws.

V.

LMOST at sunset he reached a steep pitch
that dropped to the beach, and hurled himself
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down the declivity, rolling over and over to the
shingle, striking his sensitive head against a
bowlder, and becoming unconscious from the
blow.

A fisherman walking homeward, his nets
slung across his shoulder, found him lying on his
side, his wounded flippers upturned mutely in
appeal. The man came close to him and saw his
sides still heaving. Some realization of what had
happened came to him together with a wave of pity
for the poor sea beast, fish thief and net breaker
though he was.

The tide had come up, lapping the shingle less
than twenty feet away. The fisherman took off his
oilskin hat and, filling it with brine, tossed its
contents over the Sea Dog. The sting of it on his
injured flippers roused him, and a second hatful
opened his eyes and brought a whimper. Impelled
by kindliness, half ashamed of his action, the
fisherman patted the scratched neck. The Sea Dog
roused himself, gave one glance of gratitude at his
helper, and made one scurrying, clattering rush
across the beach.

The touch of the sea gave him new life. He
flopped to meet a roller, dived through it, came up
swimming bravely through the center of it as the
fisherman waved his hat in salute to the bobbing
head, and, with some occult sense of direction,
drove for the Seal Rocks with all the strength of his
maimed flippers.

Meanwhile, Undine, wandering through the
fog, found progress easier, unimpeded by the
brush. She crawled beneath a fence, crossed a road,
negotiated a bank and another fence, and flopped
eastward down a meadow. There were weird,
bulky creatures there that rose as she showed
through the mist and “mooed” at her as she passed,
but she kept on down the slope.

Suddenly her muzzle was scored with
something that stung. She reared, stumbled over
the lowest strand of a barbed-wire fence, and
struck against the one above it. Terrified, she
thrashed at the obstacle. A rotten post gave way,

and the wire leaped at her like a living thing as she
barked and squealed.

There was a wild shriek, the clatter of pails,
and a frightened ranchwoman on her way to
milking fled wildly to her husband with a fearsome
tale of a wild dragon trying to reach her through
the fence.

The next day, the Sea Dog, surly, sore, lonely,
and disconsolate, lay on his ledge watching the
gambols of his fellows. He was one of them no
more. He was no longer a bachelor, a half bull, but
a husband, without a wife.

Moodily he looked across to the larger rock,
where the grizzly King Bull watched his wives and
curly-haired pups, waiting for the youngsters to
become strong enough to swim so that he could
conscientiously take to the sea and feed once more.
The younger males left the Sea Dog alone, curious
as they were as to what had happened to him, yet
content to leave to himself any one so manifestly
ill-tempered and looking for a fight.

A motor truck turned out of Golden Gate Park
on to the Ocean Boulevard and up the hill to the
Cliff House. The driver descended and went down
the steps to the sea-lion tank.

“Note from Mr. Schussler,” he announced to
the keeper. “And one damaged sea lion.”

The keeper read the note and laughed. “Tell
Mr. Schussler I agree with him,” he said. “I’ll let
her go. She has earned sea liberty.”

The Sea Dog, still glowering at the King Bull,
heard a bark from shoreward. He turned, listening,
looking. A brown head bobbed bravely in the
waves. Hope fought with doubt. He barked back
thrice on a high note. It was his love call for
Undine.

The answer came back like an echo. Swiftly
as a sunflash between driving clouds the Sea Dog
slid across the ledge, forgetful of his wounds, the
gladness that would help to heal them leavening all
his body. Through the eddies he swam, head above
the surface, breaking all the Seal Rock records as
he sped to join his mate.


